‘Her muse has many throats’: Paisley, politics and poetry
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Many Victorian antiquaries, like Robert Brown, the author of a two-volume study of Paisley
Poets, were dismissive of local political verse. Reflecting on the poetry that marked the
Reform Act of 1832, Brown noted:
These effusions cannot be said to have much originality; for they were nearly all
parodies of well-known songs, adapted therefore to the most popular airs in the
country; and, indeed, the chorus of each of them reiterated to a great extent the
old songs which they imitated.1
Time evidently did not improve matters: Brown’s criticism of a flowering of political verse
culture in Paisley in 1868 is telling,
I intended at one time to give a few of these poetical pieces; but on looking closely
into them I found that they were so full of personalities that I thought it best to
abandon that idea. Besides, I did not think they possessed any permanent value.2
Poets themselves only grudgingly addressed such omissions. Alexander McGilvray (18001871), a local Paisley poet and politician, reflected in his Poems and Songs Satirical and
Descriptive (first published in 1850), that
When it first occurred to the Author to collect his pieces together for publication,
it was not his intention to republish the political squibs that follow, until urged to
do so, by a numerous class of subscribers. As they were mostly written shortly
after the passing of the Reform Bill, when the excitement created among parties,
in the exercise of their newly-acquired political power, was at its height, and
written too, on the impulse of the moment, it is hoped that this will partly excuse
the severity of some of them, especially when the Author declares that he had no
personal feeling to gratify.3
It is perhaps not surprising, given the condescension of contemporaries, that historians have
been slow to integrate the evidence of local poetry cultures into the dominant political
narratives of the nineteenth century. In similar fashion, it is only recently that scholars have
turned their attention to the material culture of politics in these years rather than simply
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styling banners and medals as ephemera (Nixon et al: 28-49). What this essay seeks to address
is whether something is to be gained by looking at poems that contemporaries did not rate,
critics have not praised, and historians have until now not seen fit to salvage. It draws strength
from the insights of the compiler of the Harp of Renfrewshire who, perhaps more than most,
appreciated the challenges that local poets faced. In 1819 he noted:
Every work which issues from a provincial press, has to struggle under numberless
disadvantages, peculiar only to its individual case, and to combat with many
prejudices entirely of local origin. In general, its sale is circumscribed – its defects
more vigorously tasked – and its undoubted excellencies too often looked upon
with an evil eye.4
Turning to Paisley, two features are worthy of investigation in light of recent research on the
changing language of political engagement in these years (Macdonald). In Paisley, poetry and
song appear, from the early nineteenth century, to have acquired the status of critical carriers
of political culture: how did that transpire? Secondly, poetry often appeared as just one
element in a suite of inter-connected performative actions, including cartoons and
processions. Are these actions as important (or more important) than voting as evidence of
participatory politics – politics in action?
1. A carrier of local political culture
The hundreds of poems in the ‘People’s Voice’ database prove beyond doubt the existence of
a self-aware and self-affirming modern bardic tradition in urban Victorian Scotland. Poets
who spoke on behalf of their communities; guarded the legacy and history of previous
generations; and aspired to age-less sentiments were not confined to the Gàidhealtachd.
Paisley boasted its own Gaelic bard, Donald MacIntyre of South Uist (1899-1964), but had
many more besides writing in English and Scots and affirming the priorities, principles and
politics of the burgh. Industrialisation and the capitalisation of Scottish agriculture may have
channelled local poetry cultures in different directions, but they did not destroy them
(Donaldson). Indeed, the strength and vitality of the local presses in Scotland and the
commercialisation of publishing in the nineteenth century were fundamental to the
sustenance of Scottish poetry as a vital part of urban culture.
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In Paisley two specific elements shaped this modern bardic culture when it came to
the realm of politics: the evocation and celebration of a local poetic ancestry, and the
commemoration of veterans of reform.
i.

Poetic ancestry

In ‘Renfrewshire Scenery and Characters’, an undated anonymous publication collected in
one of the many miscellanies in Paisley Central Library, the author in stanza 20 boasts that
Paisley was:
… noted too, for rhyming men,
Whose fame, o’er all the country wide, has spread,
It has, of living songsters, nine or ten,
And many more have been, alas, now dead;
When Milton is forgot they will be read.5
A helpful note serves to confirm that only the ‘want of taste’ on the part of the reading public
had meant that the fame of these poets had not travelled ‘beyond the skirts of … the town’.
Still, at least in contrast to Greenock, according to the author, Paisley might boast: Greenock,
we hear, ‘has produced no rhymers of any account; but this may be ascribed to the perpetual
fogs and rains which … [make] the inhabitants of a dull melancholious humour.’6 The point is
a simple one, however badly made: poetry made Paisley different.
In 1912, William Brown reflected on Paisley’s literary lineage in his poem ‘Our Local
Poets’:
Our time would fail to even name
The minor bards of local fame
Who wooed the lyric lyre.
McLaren, Borland, Smith, and King,
Of Tannahill exultant sing –
A muse-devoted choir.
…
Old Paisley has a foremost claim
For sons with a poetic fame,
On which she fondly dotes;
There inspiration has her home,
There poets do not sing alone –
Her muse has many throats.
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…
But Tannahill, above them all,
Shall soaring lustrous shine,
While round him bards, both great and small,
Harmonious wreaths entwine.
And as they muse, let each aspire
To make our bosoms thrill
With ditties on the local lyre,
Like Burns and Tannahill.7
Paisley political poets made great use of this widely recognised folk tradition. In 1868 alone,
election verse circulating in the town exploited the tunes and rhyming schemes of numerous
familiar local and national songs and poems. For example, the author of the epic political
poem ‘Seestu and Her Candidates’ prefixed his work with a quote from Alexander Wilson;
another borrowed from Tannahill’s ‘Harper of Mull’.8
It is perhaps not so surprising, however, that Burns and Tannahill both feature
prominently in Paisley’s claims to ancestry. In the realm of politics these poets were useful,
being both familiar and, as Chris Whatley has suggested of Burns, open to exploitation from
both right and left – the establishment and the masses (Whatley: 639-666). So we have the
following from William Woodrow in 1887, commemorating Tannahill’s birthday on 3 June
alongside Queen Victoria’s Jubilee. These are seen as mutually supporting celebrations of
particular relevance to Paisley:
The songs of Burns and Tannahill
O’er all the world are cheering;
But here the charms that they instil
Are tenfold more endearing.9
More controversially, however, this society of dead poets could serve party agendas: in 1848
Alexander McGilvray prefixed his ‘Second Address to the Reformed Town Council of Paisley’
with an extract from Burns’s ‘Brigs O’Ayr’: ‘Nae mair the Council waddles down the street,/
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In all the pomp of ignorant conceit’.10 Not to be out-done, however, in 1868 the Tories used
Brose and Butter11, and ‘A Man’s a Man’ to boost the chances of their candidate, Campbell of
Blythswood, thus:
Then let us pledge, that come it may,
And come it will, for a’ that;
That Blythswood pluck, an’ manly worth,
Shall win the day, an’ a that.12
The Liberals also claimed Burns, blending the bard strangely with Disraeli’s warning to keep
your eye on Paisley in 1884. Thus, the ‘Paisley Franchise Song’ that appeared in the Paisley
and Renfrewshire Gazette in September 1884 to the tune of ‘Scots Wha Hae’:
Men of Paisley, townsmen true
To the faith our fathers knew,
Britain keeps her eye on you –
Will she look in vain?
The examples pile up year after year, but their meaning is only truly appreciated when read
alongside the political lineage they were being used to sustain. Veteran poets were being
called on to rhyme into memory the political history of the burgh. Poetry was a principal
conduit for transmitting political loyalties and principles that were coming to be seen as
central to what it meant to be a ‘buddy’, and a lineage of political activists (mostly radical)
was being identified as the city fathers in this poetry town.
ii.

Veterans of reform

It started early. From as early as 1822 it was clear that loyalists were exercised about
countering a growing radical identity in the town. So we have (to the tune of the ‘The Sprig of
Shilelah’) John Goldie’s ‘Sharp Pikes and Radical Clegs’, evoking the Radical War of two years
before:
What think ye o’ our Paisley Wabsters sae smart,
Wha bauldly resolv’d wi’ their shuttles to part
For a sharp pike an’ radical cleg;13
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Indeed, Paisley’s reputation was such by 1832 that the English reformer William Cobbett
visited the widow of Paisley poet Duncan Henderson. 14 Thereafter, Chartist ‘makars’ like
journalist Hugh Macdonald carried on the tradition until, by the 1860s, a new genre of poetry
emerged that celebrated radical veterans, lauded a tradition of loyalty and remembrance,
and stirred the soup of nostalgia.15
Among those most active in this genre was John MacGregor of Kilbarchan, a self-styled
veteran and bard, who in 1867 published an 18 stanza epic he claimed he had written as a
radical youth in 1819.16 A year later, he prefixed another lengthy poem on the death of the
Reformer Lord Brougham, with his reflections on having dined with the deceased when
Brougham’s fame was at its height.
No more shall we rejoice
To hear thee raise thy voice,
An object of our choice
To vindicate the rights of man.17
But veterans appeared in other forms. In July 1820 a monument to the Radical Martyrs of
1820 (Andrew Hardie, John Baird and James Wilson) was raised in Paisley. The obelisk was
adorned with and celebrated in verse. The inscription was written by local weaver poet David
Picken, given here in full:
THE MARTYR’S GRAVE
Our heath-clad hills and mountain caves
Are mark’d by battlefileds and Martyrs’ graves.
This stone records the last embattled stroke
Which Scotchmen struck at vile Oppression’s yoke.
At BONNYMUIR they trod their native heath,
And sought a Warrior’s or a Martyr’s death.
Sad choice! for there they dound their enterprise
To force or claim Reform by armed surprise
Was circumvented and betrayed by spies;
And thus ensnared in Treason’s feudal laws,
Their personal honour in the people’s cause
Compelled the fight which claims our pity and applause. 18
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This poem in stone featured in Picken’s edited works, published posthumously in 1875; the
editor of that volume tellingly commented: ‘The Radical weavers of Paisley necessarily
sympathised with the objects of Government persecution, and to this day cherish the
memories of Baird and Hardie, as martyrs in the highest sense of the term.’19
Increasingly, as the nineteenth century wore on, Paisley consolidated its reputation for
radicalism, but not necessarily through new radical feats. Certainly Paisley voted Liberal
consistently throughout the nineteenth century, but in that the burgh was not alone in
Scotland. Rather, in these years it was poetry and poets who, by celebrating a previous age,
were informing political identity. At the unveiling of the monument to the Radical Martyrs,
Johnstone poet John Fraser read a 14 verse poem specially written for the day: tellingly it
began with a reflection on the identity of contemporary reformers in relation to their
forebears:
They were men of our class – they were noble and brave,
Neither gallows nor axe made them quail;
Tho’ freemen of earth, they were never to be
Yet in freedom their faith did not fail.20
There then follows over several verses the deliberate association between radical politics and
the trade of the weaver: for example,
Let us ne’er cease to act as patriots e’er should,
Let the shuttle of life never stop
Weaving glorious thoughts, doing rich silken deeds,
But tyranny ne’er let us prop.
The message is simple: Paisley was radical, is radical and – if loyal to its past – ought to remain
radical. Fading memories of the 1820s were reinforced by the creation of a radical lineage
that went on to incorporate the reformers of 1832, and periodically buddies were reminded
to hold fast to their old beliefs.
But this was an inheritance that could be tarnished. Embedded in a short play about
local burgh politics from 1842 we find a poem, ‘In the Days When We Were Radicals’, which
ends with local politicians who have benefited from burgh reform since 1833 showing how
office often dimmed earlier idealism:
And when we find that we shall need
19
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The people’s aid again,
We’ll soon forget that Whigs we’ve turn’d,
Although ‘tis now so plain;
Our voices shall be raised once more
As loud as e’er they’ve been,
To spout and sing our treason songs,
And laugh at Prince and Queen.
And thus again we’ll gull the crowd
With pleasant wordy show,
As we did when we were Radicals
A short time ago.21
Those not corrupted by high political office, however, were lauded in Paisley. Hence we have
an ode to ‘A Political Veteran Still in Existence’ by Paisleyonian that appeared in the Paisley
Herald in 1868:
He loved to stand in Freedom’s sacred cause
And craved relief from vile oppressive laws,
An anxious pleader of the rights of man
An ardent leader even in the van.22
Then, in 1884, anticipating the further extension of the franchise the following year, ‘J.G.’,
writing from Mill Street in the town, published ‘From an Old Radical, to His Cronie’. It sets
current interests in the context of the past.
Old friend, now that another time
Of agitation’s come.
We must again that flag unfurl
That has a victory won.
We’ve won before, we’ll win again;
The Lords have said us nay,
But for these self-same Lords there comes
A heavy reckoning day.23
It is perhaps not surprising to find that another genre that marked Paisley out as radical were
eulogies on the deaths of old radicals. William Brown’s poem, ‘Ex-Provost Cochran. Died 1897’
is characteristic of the type. Indeed, here we see that the death of a local politician could even
contend for attention in the year of a royal jubilee:
Today a jub’liant nation lauds the Queen,
21
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And with due pomp and praise her Jub’lee keeps;
Our city mourns with muffled drums, I weed –
Alas! Her brave and princely Father sleeps.
Foremost and leal in every noble cause,
For liberty and progress led the van,
He gave his life in labour for just laws,
And aye ‘preserved the dignity of man.’24
The last line here, of course, an extract from Burns’ The Vision, shows again quite clearly the
association of poetic and political lineages and the crucial role that poetry played in the
making of Paisley as a radical burgh.
2. Political participation
Poetry was, of course, but one of many forms of political participation, but many of these
needed poetry to ‘work’. We’ve seen already how poetry was central to memorialisation in
Paisley – one form of political participation. But poetry was also part of the flotsam and jetsam,
the ‘throw-away’ literature of modern electioneering.
1868 was a bumper year for political cartoons and poetry and Paisley, chiefly because it
was an election year, and there were three candidates in the race. Both the Liberals and the
Tories created their own election journals, the Hawk and the Hoo’let, and the impish
independents offered their own insights in the Eclipse. In these publications we see standalone poems and songs (some of which have been quoted already) but we also see how
poetry and literary allusions worked with images and cartoons. One example must suffice:
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Image 1: Campbell of Blythswood’s candidature in 1868 as Olympic Ode
Source: Hoo’let¸ No. 1, pp. 6-7. © The Heritage Centre @ Paisley Museum
Here the Tories, ‘riffing’ on the ancient Greek poet Pindar, laud the merits of Campbell of
Blythswood – a man it appears of Olympian merits. The poem at the bottom begins, ‘He in his
onward course revealed/ Deep stamina, with conquering might…’25
Again in 1885 the cartoonists and poets of Paisley were busy. During an election
dominated by the question of the disestablishment of the Church of Scotland, it is perhaps
not surprising that the Abbey would be the focus of interest.
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Image 2: The ‘Church Question’ in Paisley in 1885
Source: PCL, Paisley Pamphlets (1885). © The Heritage Centre @ Paisley Museum
The church question looms large in ‘Mrs McSneddon’s Dream’, as here she protects the door
to Paisley Abbey:
List noo, ye Seestuites tae me,
An’ I a tale wull tell,
O’ hoo last e’en, in spite ma tea,
Intae a doze I fell.
I dreamt that I, in great distress,
Saw, set in letters bold,
In front page o’ the wee Express,
‘THE ABBEY WILL BE SOLD’26
The year 1884 showed beyond the shadow of a doubt that poetry was an active force in
politics in Renfrewshire. In that year, Kilbarchan Liberals protested against the rejection of
the franchise bill in the House of Lords and burned an effigy of Lord Salisbury. For a while it
26
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appeared that local Tories would do little in response, but in August, members of the Paisley
Beaconsfield Club and the Paisley Orange Order headed to Kilbarchan. Heralded by the
Johnstone brass band and ultimately led by an Orange flute band, the Tories carried with
them an effigy of William Ewart Gladstone which was the subject of a mock trial and
subsequently burned in the square behind the parish church. They were also prepared for
confrontation, carrying, as we hear in the local press, ‘loaded sticks, knuckledusters and other
paraphernalia of pugilistic warfare’.27 While Kilbarchan residents ran out to quell the flames,
thanks, it appears, to the intervention of ‘the wives and mothers of the weavers’, disorder
was avoided, and the ‘invading party’ were allowed to leave the village without major incident.
The response from Kilbarchan came later, and it came in the form of a poem,
‘Kilbarchan to Paisley Tories’. In it, Kilbarchan took the marauding buddies to task alongside
the reputation of the burgh:
We’ve honoured long your ancient town,
Its noble past, its worthy sons;
But now you’ve stained its fair renown
By following either knave or clown
In acts that every freeman shuns.
We scarce believed ‘twas Paisley men
That thronged our streets with noise and treason;
We thought them from that lawless land
Where action rules with ruthless hand,
Devoid of either sense or reason.
We deemed ye those whose sense of right
Is but a poor confused matter,
With whom religion, Church, and State,
Are often names for party hate –
A stalking-horse for rant and clatter.
Howe’er that be, we warn you now
We’re staunch for Gladstone to the core;
And all that Tory mobs can shout,
And all the lies they print and spout
But make us trust him more and more.
…
And should you venture here again
27
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With party bands and shouts and banners,
Then, by our ancient piper’s bones,
And by his bags, and by his drones,
We’ll teach you all to mend your manners.
…
Kilbarchan, 13 August 1884.28
The ultimate victory for the Liberal cause in the area in 1884 was the scale of the franchise
demonstrations held in September. As in other towns across Scotland, thousands gathered in
Paisley in September 1884 to demonstrate in favour of the extension of the franchise, and in
their number were veterans of 1832 who led the procession in carriages; each one was named
in the local press. Contingents from across Renfrewshire held aloft mottoes and poems.29
One lorry evoked Burns, ‘It’s coming yet for a’ that’; portraits of Gladstone were
circulated in the crowd accompanied by verses from local poet William McLean;
commemorative boxes were distributed with lines from Byron (‘The people by and by will be
stronger’); even the bakers (led by Alexander Kelly, a veteran of 1832) carried aloft a massive
loaf called ‘Gladstone’s Loaf’. The contingent from Kilbarchan boasted banners, one of them
a clear retort to their tormentors of the previous month:
‘Gladstone, dread of every Tory,
Millions yet shall sing thy glory.’30
Conclusion
In the days of a restricted franchise, citizens had to deploy methods beyond the ballot box to
fight their cause, and because of the incremental nature of enfranchisement, at key stages
extra-parliamentary means were required to extend the franchise further as each generation
demanded more. Historians of Scottish politics to date have perhaps been blind to the fact
that these extra-parliamentary methods (the means) were essential expressions of citizenship
from those who both had and aspired to the vote (the end), and that they persisted long after
full enfranchisement in the inter-war years. In the case of Paisley – a burgh known for its
radicalism – poetry carried a radical tradition to generations who would use the ballot to
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make their views known. But poetry did more than this: it created a political lineage, it
nurtured a distinct political identity, and it contributed to other means of political expression,
be they memorials, cartoons or processions. Buddies as much rhymed as elected their political
representatives.
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